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High reliable street-level landmarks are the basis of IP geolocation, but landmark evaluationmethods having been proposed cannot
evaluate the street-level landmarks. Therefore, in this paper, a street-level landmark evaluation method based on nearest router
is proposed. The location organization declared is regarded as an area not a point. Firstly, the declared location of preevaluated
landmark is verified by IP location databases. Secondly, the preevaluated landmarks are grouped according to their nearest router.
Then, the distance constraint is obtained using delay value between landmark and its nearest router by delay-distance correlation.
And relation model is established among distance constraint, organization’s region radius, and distance between two landmarks.
Finally, the reliability value of landmarks is calculated in each group based on relational model and binomial distribution.
Landmarks evaluation experiment is taken based on 7082 preevaluated landmarks, and the results show that geolocation errors
decrease obviously using evaluated landmarks. The mean error of 100 targets in Shanghai is reduced from 7.832km to 2.185km.

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things is an important part of a new genera-
tion of information technology, and it is an extended network
based on the Internet. The core supporting technology of the
Internet of Things is cloud computing. The cloud computing
model enables real-time dynamic management and intelli-
gent analysis of millions of items in the Internet of Things.
IP geolocation is a technology to determine the geographical
location of IP network entities. It has wide application
prospects in the field of Internet of Things, such as ensuring
that data flow within the privacy protection in cloud data
sharing [1–3], improving the secret security in mobile cloud
when secret keys distributed [4, 5], supporting location-based
cloud services[6–8], and targeting covert communication
subjects [9–11]. Landmark-based IP geolocation is an effective
means to determining the region of the Internet entity. High
reliable street-level landmarks are the basis of IP geolocation.
Existing evaluation methods of landmarks are divided into
evaluation of web-based landmarks and evaluation of the IP
location databases.

A method, mining landmarks from web, has been pro-
posed [12]. In this method, IP.cn database was used to

evaluate the city location of the landmarks, and major
Chinese ISP databases were used to assess the province
location. On the basis of [12], Jiang H et al. [13] exclude
the cloud services landmarks according to cloud service
providers’ IP address (such as Amazon AWS, Rackspace
Hosting, and other top cloud providers), exclude hosting
landmarks whose organizations in Whois do not contain
specific keywords such as “university”, “academy”, or “insti-
tution”, and use MaxMind database to verify landmarks’ city
location. E-GeoTrack algorithm [14] based on voting strategy
and implicit information in nearest router was proposed
to evaluate Internet forum landmarks obtained from a web
page. Above methods can only evaluate the accuracy of
city location, and there are large errors in fine-grained
geolocation using evaluated landmarks. Wang Y et al. [15]
obtain theweb landmarks on the basis of paper [12] and verify
the landmarks as follows: (1) if the zip code of landmark
is inconsistent with the zip code entered during the query,
the landmark will be deleted, (2) visit the website by IP
address and domain name respectively, and if the contents,
or heads (distinguished by <head> and </head>), or titles
(distinguished by <title> and </title>) returned are different,
the web site is considered to be hosted on a shared host or
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Table 1: Calculating LWV of a DNS name.

url \ location Loca Locb Locc Locd
dns a/url1 0.64 - 0.96 0.89
dns a/url2 0.64 - 0.95 0.89
dns a/url3 - 0.57 0.95 0.86
LWV of dns a 0.43 0.19 0.95 0.88

on CDN (“Content Delivery Network”), and the landmark is
deleted, and (3) delete the landmarks whose domains are the
same but zip codes are different. This method deletes some
hosting, shared hosting, and CDN landmarks. But to street-
level geolocation, it is also necessary for evaluation further on
this basis.

Different IPs in the same IP block may correspond to
widely distributed geographical locations; thus, the location
information in the foreign commercial IP location databases
is very rough [16, 17]. Based on [16], Backstrom et al.
[18] proposed to determine user’s location based on their
social network and use this location to improve IP location
database. Poese et al. [19] studied IP location databases
such as MaxMind, IP2LOCATION, IPInfoDB, and HostIP,
found that the vast majority of IP data in United States
were inconsistent with IP initial allocation data, and pointed
that the city-level location of IP in these databases was
inaccurate. In [20, 21], the authors analysed the distribution
characteristics of IP address blocks of different geographic
granularity in mainland China, compared the data consis-
tency between multiple IP location database, verified the
accuracy of the IP location database using a small number
of existing landmarks, and improved the accuracy of the
database by clustering IP blocks at different locations. For
improving the accuracy of database, location data collected
from search engine logs [22], IP allocation strategy of ISPs,
urban areas, and population [23] were introduced into the
database evaluation methods. Using those methods improve
the accuracy at city level, but there are inadequacies in
evaluating fine-grained (e.g., street level) locations.

In the absence of reliable street-level landmarks, there are
significant errors in the evaluation of street-level landmarks
based on street-level geolocation methods. And there are
no other effective street-level landmark evaluation methods
currently. In view of this reality, a street-level landmark
evaluation method based on the nearest router is proposed.
In this paper, the location of the organization is a region, and
the radius of region is themaximum value of the distance cal-
culated by latitude and longitude between the organizations’
declared location and the location of network entity.

The method includes three steps. Firstly, multiple
databases are used to verify the city-level location of the
original candidate landmarks obtaining from web pages
based on voting strategy. If the zip code information is
obtained, it will be further used to verify. Then, route paths
to candidate landmarks are obtained by using traceroute
commend. Candidate landmarks are grouped based on the
nearest router. And the relationship model between radius

of organization, geographical distance, and network distance
constraints is established within two candidate landmarks in
the same group. Combining the binomial distribution, the
reliability value of each landmark is calculated by relationship
model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
work is introduced in Section 2. The principles and steps of
street-level landmark evaluation method based on nearest
routers are elaborated in detail in Section 3. Section 4 briefly
analyses the street-level landmark evaluation method. The
experimental results are given in Section 5. Finally, this paper
is concluded in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Structon [12] is a webpage-based landmark mining method
and the key idea is that web pages are embedded with rich
geographic information (such as province/state, city, and zip
code). The geographic information extracted from web page
can be mapped onto the IP address of the web server. As a
result, landmarks (network entities whose IP and geographic
address have been known) are obtained. The main steps of
Structon are as follows.

Firstly, according toHTML tags, eachHTMLfile is parsed
into multiple blocks, and each block is treated as a string
roughly. For each block, a regular expression is used to extract
geographical location information. Web servers for the same
domain name are collected, and the location weight vector
(LWV) for the domain name is calculated as Table 1.

Based on the weights of different urls of dns a in different
locations, the LWV values of dns a in different location are
calculated.

Then, the IP address and its corresponding location
weight vector are taken as input. The multistage inference
algorithm is used to increase the coverage and accuracy of
the IP location database. The multistage inference algorithm
includes three parts as follows.

Part 1. Location calculation of /24 IP segment: the location
probability distribution function (PDF) is calculated by the
LWV of each IP in /24 IP segment. The highest probability
location is regarded as the geographical location of all IP in
/24 IP segment. An example is shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, the Locb is regarded as the IP
segment geographical location.

Part 2. Error correction based on majority voting. If most
of the IP subsegments have the same geographic location
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Table 2: The PDF of the segment.

IP \ location Loca Locb Locc Locd Loce
61.155.111.42 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.24 -
61.155.111.44 - 0.02 - - -
61.155.111.70 - 0.77 - - 0.13
Location PDF 0.26% 68% 0.26% 20.5% 11%

and the remaining IP subsegments are at other locations, the
entire IP segment is assumed to be in the same location.

Part 3. Inference based on AS and BGP information: the
BGP routing table shows that some ASs only contain a small
number of IP addresses. Therefore, these ASs are small ISPs,
and these small ISPs are likely to be located in the same
province or city. In these small ASs, if some IP are in the same
location L, it can be well inferred that the entire ISP is also
located in L.

Finally, IP address location tables of a major Chinese ISP
and ip.cn database are used to verify the accuracy of inferred
results.

Structon is a method using web page information to
obtain landmarks. After location inference, a large amount
of landmarks can be obtained. However, the landmarks veri-
fication strategies are rough, which only verify the provincial
and city-level locations and cannot satisfy the requirements
of street-level landmarks. At the same time, the database
(such as ip.cn) is not completely accurate. The reliability of
the verification results cannot be guaranteed if only using
single database. After Structon, the researchers use multiple
database to verify the provincial and city-level locations and
use zip codes for further verification [13–15].Those strategies
improved the accuracy of landmarks obviously but did
not reach the requirement of street-level landmarks evalua-
tion.

Based on [12], a street-level landmarks evaluationmethod
is proposed in this paper. Landmarks are collected from
web, and IP location databases were used to verify the data
consistency between declared location and databases’ results.
If the zip codes about original candidate landmarks were got,
that would be used to verify the location further. Landmarks
after location verification are named candidate landmarks.
Then, the route paths from probe to candidate landmarks
are got, and in the router path, the minimum single-hop
delay from the nearest router to the candidate landmark is
obtained. According to the same nearest router, candidate
landmarks are divided into some group which can be con-
sidered as a set. Finally, in each set, we get distance constraint
by delay-distance correlation and delay from nearest router
to candidate landmark and calculate the distance between
any two candidate landmarks by their latitude and longitude.
According to the relationships among distance constraint,
distance, and organization’s region radius, all subsets satis-
fying the relationships can be found, and the reliable values
of candidate landmarks in each subset can be calculated
based on binomial distribution and initial probability. All

groups are evaluated, and all landmarks whose reliable
value is greater than reliability threshold can be selected
out.

3. Methods

Aiming at the deficiencies of existing landmark evaluation
methods in evaluating street-level landmarks, a street-level
landmark evaluation method based on the nearest router is
proposed. The precondition of this method is that if two
terminal landmarks have the same nearest router, they are
close in geographical location.

The method flowchart is shown in Figure 1. This method
is mainly divided into three parts: location verification, land-
marks grouping, and group landmarks evaluation. In location
verification, candidate landmarkswhose locations inmultiple
IP location databases are consistent with declared city were
selected from original candidate landmarks. If zip code of
original candidate landmarks is obtained, zip code needs to
be used for verification further. In landmarks grouping, route
paths to candidate landmarks were measuring many times,
and final route path for one candidate landmark was got
by merging route paths. The candidate landmarks with the
same nearest router are grouped. In each group, if there are
at least two landmarks for one institution, the one whose
delay from nearest router to candidate landmark is minimal
will be reserved. In group landmark evaluation, relationship
model among distance constraint, region radius, and distance
is established, and all subsets in which any two elements
satisfy the relationship model will be found. In each subset,
in the basis of initial probability and binomial distribution,
the reliability values of candidate landmarks are calculated.

The main steps of the method are as follows:
Input: original candidate landmark and multiple IP loca-

tion databases
Output: reliable landmarks with reliability value

Step 1 (original candidate landmarks acquisition). According
to the landmark acquisition method mentioned in [12],
information such as address, server domain, and zip code of
companies, universities, and governments is obtained from
web pages. Public mail server will be excluded, and server
domain and address are converted to IP (𝐼𝑃𝑖) and latitude
(𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖) and longitude (𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑖), respectively. Original candidate
landmark is marked as data pair (< 𝐼𝑃𝑖, 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖, 𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑖 >). If
a domain name corresponds to n IPs, n data pairs will be
marked whose IPs are different only. That means an organi-
zation may correspond to multiple candidate landmarks.
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Figure 1: Method flowchart.

Step 2 (location verification). City address of original candi-
date landmark is searched from IP location databases such as
IPIP, IP.cn, and Baidu. If the query results of databases and
declared address are the same, the original candidate land-
mark will be retained. If zip code of original candidate land-
mark has been obtained, that will be used to verify landmark
address further, and original candidate landmark (called
“candidate landmark”) whose claimed location belongs to the
zip code area will be retained.

Step 3 (routing information acquisition). Use traceroute
command to get route path from probe to candidate land-
marks during small network delay fluctuation period repeat-
edly, and merge paths to obtain more detailed routing
information and the minimum single-hop delay.

Step 4 (candidate landmark groupings). The candidate land-
marks were grouped by the nearest common routers. Each
group is called an evaluation landmark set. In a set, if multiple
candidate landmarks belong to same organization, the one
whose single-hop delay to nearest router will be retained,
and other candidate landmarks will not participate in the
evaluation process further, but the reliability value is the same
as the retained one. If single-hop delay value to nearest router
is greater than 1ms, the value may be regarded as inaccurate
measurement one and the candidate landmark will not be
evaluated further.

Step 5 (candidate landmark group evaluation). In an eval-
uation landmark set, the relation model among distance
constraint, distance, and radius of region was built. All
subsets satisfying relation model need to be found. This
issue can be converted to solve complete subgraph problem
in an undirected graph. The construction method of graph
is as follows: the elements in the set are mapped to the

vertices in the undirected graph. And if two elements in set
satisfy the relation model, there is edge between the two
vertices. The subset consists of all vertices in one complete
subgraph. Obtaining all subsets is our goal. According to the
IP allocation strategy of ISPs, the number of vertices of the
graph is less than 64 generally. So, the issue can be solved in
acceptable time.

In a subset, the reliability (recorded as “𝑝𝑟𝑒”) of evaluated
landmarks is calculated based on initial reliability and bino-
mial distribution.

𝑝𝑟𝑒 = 1 −
𝑘

∏
𝑖=1

(1 − 𝑝𝑖) (1)

where 𝑘 is the number of elements in subset and 𝑝𝑖 is the
initial reliability value of ith element.

Step 6 (reliable landmark storage). Repeat Step 5 to evaluate
all groups. When a candidate landmark appears in multiple
subsets and may have multiple reliability values, the final
reliability of the landmark evaluated is the maximum value.
The reliability threshold is set as 𝛼, which means evaluated
landmark is reliable when its reliability value is not less than
𝛼. And store the reliable landmark into result database.

Then, the process ofmerging the route paths and building
the relation model are explained in detail.

Merging the Route Paths. Use traceroute command to get
route path during small network delay fluctuation period
repeatedly, and merge route paths. Figure 2 is an example of
route paths merging.

The route path from probe (S) to candidate landmark
(L) contains four routers (R1, R2, R3, and R4). In the
first measurement, the IP addresses of R2, R3, and R4 are
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First measurement result

R1 R4R2 R3S L
Unknown IP Known IP Known IP Known IP

3ms 2ms5ms

R1 R4R2 R3S L
Known IP Known IPKnown IP Unknown IP

3ms 2ms 4ms

R1 R4R2 R3S L
Known IP Known IP Known IP

3ms 2ms 4ms 3ms 2ms

Second measurement result

Merged result

Known IP

Figure 2: Example of route paths merging.

obtained, and the delay between R2 and R3 is 5ms. And, in
the second measurement, the IP addresses of R1, R2, and R3
are obtained, and the delay between R2 andR3 is 4ms. Finally,
themerged results are that the IP addresses of four routers are
obtained and the delay of R2 and R3 is 4ms.

Building the relationmodel: for a subset, the geographical
distance (𝐺𝐷) for two candidate landmarks 𝐿 𝑖 and 𝐿𝑗 is
calculated by latitude and longitude. According to the single-
hop delay (𝑡) from nearest router to candidate landmark, the
distance constraint (𝐷𝐶) between candidate landmark and
nearest router can be got by

𝐷𝐶 = V ∗ 𝑡 (2)

where V is the propagation velocity of the electromagnetic
wave (V = 20𝑘𝑚/𝑚𝑠) and 𝑡 is the single-hop delay. Then, the
minimum distance constraint (recorded as “min𝐷𝐶”) and
the maximum distance constraint (recorded as “𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷𝐶”)
between two candidate landmarks can be obtained.

min𝐷𝐶 = V ∗ 𝑡1 − 𝑡2
 = |𝐷𝐶1 − 𝐷𝐶2| (3)

max𝐷𝐶 = V ∗ (𝑡1 + 𝑡2) = 𝐷𝐶1 + 𝐷𝐶2 (4)

The trilateral relation among 𝐺𝐷, min𝐷𝐶, and max𝐷𝐶
is established as inequality (5).

min𝐷𝐶 ≤ 𝐺𝐷

𝐺𝐷 ≤ max𝐷𝐶
(5)

Adding the radius of region (recorded as “𝑇𝐻”), relation
model among distance constraint, region radius, and distance
between 𝐿 𝑖 and 𝐿𝑗 is established as inequality (6).

min𝐷𝐶 − 2𝑇𝐻 ≤ 𝐺𝐷

𝐺𝐷 ≤ max𝐷𝐶 + 2𝑇𝐻
(6)

4. Analysis of Method

In this section, the relationmodel among distance constraint,
distance and region radius, and reliability calculation strategy
will be discussed.

4.1. Relation Model. Organization location is a region, but
onlinemaps return the latitude and longitudewhich is a point
when you translate organization address. And the given point
deviates from the location of IP entity. When establishing
the relationship between distance and distance constraint, we
should consider the radius of organization region, as shown
in Figure 3.

S is the nearest common router of 𝐿1 and 𝐿2, and 𝑃1 is
the latitude and longitude location given by onlinemap.TH is
the radius of organization region which IP entity of 𝐿1 locates
in. The distance constraint between S and 𝐿1 is named DC1.
Analysis of 𝐿2 is the same as 𝐿1. The distance of 𝑃1 and P2
is named GD. Therefore, the minimum value of the distance
between IP entity of 𝐿1 and IP entity of 𝐿2 is𝐺𝐷−2𝑇𝐻 (from
𝑃1 to 𝑃2), and the maximum value is 𝐺𝐷 + 2𝑇𝐻 (from 𝑃1
to 𝑃2 ). According to (1) and (2), the values of max𝐷𝐶 and
min𝐷𝐶 can be calculated.
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Figure 3: Relationship among distance, distance constraint, and radius.

Based on the triangular trilateral relationship, there are

min𝐷𝐶 ≤ 𝐺𝐷 − 2𝑇𝐻

𝐺𝐷 − 2𝑇𝐻 ≤ max𝐷𝐶
(7)

and

min𝐷𝐶 ≤ 𝐺𝐷 + 2𝑇𝐻

𝐺𝐷 + 2𝑇𝐻 ≤ max𝐷𝐶
(8)

That is equivalent to

min𝐷𝐶 + 2𝑇𝐻 ≤ 𝐺𝐷

𝐺𝐷 ≤ max𝐷𝐶 + 2𝑇𝐻
(9)

and

min𝐷𝐶 − 2𝑇𝐻 ≤ 𝐺𝐷

𝐺𝐷 ≤ max𝐷𝐶 − 2𝑇𝐻
(10)

Combining inequality (9) and inequality (10), we obtain
the range of GD, which is the relation model (inequality (6)).

𝐺𝐷 ∈ [min𝐷𝐶 − 2𝑇𝐻,max𝐷𝐶 + 2𝑇𝐻] (11)

According to (11), for 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 after evaluation, the
smaller the TH is, the closer the locations are.

4.2. Reliability Calculation Strategy. The information in the
web page lacking effective verification deceives information
receivers. Based on this reality, if the organization corre-
sponds to multiple IP addresses in the same set, only the
candidate landmark with the smallest single-hop delay value
to the nearest router is retained. Therefore, the landmarks
may be considered that are not related to each other.

For any candidate landmark 𝐿 𝑖 in a subset (marked as
“C”) of evaluation landmark set, the probability that𝐿 𝑖 locates
in organization region is 𝑝𝑖 denoted as

𝑃 (𝐿 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒) = 𝑝𝑖, 𝑝𝑖 ∈ [0, 1] (12)

Then, the probability that 𝐿 𝑖 does not locate in organiza-
tion region is 1 − 𝑝𝑖 denoted as

𝑃 (𝐿 𝑖 = 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒) = 1 − 𝑃 (𝐿 𝑖 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒) = 1 − 𝑝𝑖 (13)

When there are n elements in C, the probability that all
elements are not in the their region is denoted as 𝑃𝑐.

𝑃𝑐 =
𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

𝑃 (𝐿 𝑖 = 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒) =
𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

(1 − 𝑝𝑖) (14)

Since 𝑝𝑖 ∈ [0, 1], there is

𝑃𝑐 ≤ 1 − 𝑝𝑗 (15)

where 𝑝𝑗 = 𝑃(𝐿𝑗 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒) and 𝑝𝑗 ∈ 𝐶. Only when ∀𝐿𝑘 ∈
𝐶, 𝑘 ̸= 𝑗, 𝑝𝑘 = 𝑃(𝐿𝑘 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒) = 0, “=” is taken.

In each set, one organization only retains one candidate
landmark. So, it can be considered that the elements in the
set are not related to each other. When any two elements in
subset satisfy inequality (6), the probability that our method
mistakes the candidate landmarks as reliable landmarks is 𝑃𝑐,
which is smaller than (or equal to) single candidate landmark
misjudged as reliable. And the more elements in the subset,
the higher reliability of evaluated landmarks.

5. Experimental Results

In order to verify the validity of our method, the feasibility
verification experiment and the street-level landmark evalu-
ation experiment were carried out.
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(a) Initial reliable landmarks (b) Candidate landmarks

(c) Evaluated Landmarks (TH=3) (d) Evaluated Landmarks (TH=5)

Figure 4: Landmarks distribution.

Before conduction the experiments, with 7 days as a cycle
and 30minutes as a time period, wemake a statistical analysis
of the network stability in each time periodwithin four cycles.
Finally, the results show that, in China, the period (called
“suitable period”) from 22:30 to 06:30 (next day) is suitable
for network measurement.

5.1. Feasibility Verification Experiment. 500 reliable street-
level landmarks in Zhengzhou (called “initial reliable land-
marks”) were selected, and the distribution of initial reli-
able landmarks is shown in Figure 4(a). According to the
distribution characteristics of initial reliable landmarks in
geographical space, 500 street-level different locations were
generated using a random function around the initial reliable
landmark locations. 500 online IPs were selected which
relate to Zhengzhou city in Baidu, IPIP, and IP.cn database.
We generated 500 landmarks based on 500 online IPs and
500 street-level locations. The generated landmarks may be
considered unreliable. In this experiment, the dataset (called
“candidate landmarks”) containing 500 reliable landmarks
and 500 generated landmarks is shown in Figure 4(b), and
the initial reliability values of all landmarks in dataset are set
to 50%.

Performing 50 times routing measurements for each
candidate landmark in suitable period, andmerging the route
paths, the delay values from nearest router to candidate
landmarks were obtained. According to nearest router, can-
didate landmarks will be grouped. In this experiment, the
reliability threshold was set to 75% and TH value was set to
3 and 5, respectively. When TH is 3, 416 evaluated landmarks

(shown in Figure 4(c)) are evaluated. The ratio of evaluated
landmarks to initial reliable landmarks is 83.2%. And when
TH=5, 435 evaluated landmarks (shown in Figure 4(d)) are
evaluated and the ratio is 87%.

Comparing Figures 4(a), 4(c), and 4(d), the evaluated
landmarks are more concentrated in geospatial distribution
than initial reliable landmarks. And compared with TH=3,
the difference in geospatial distribution of evaluated land-
marks (TH=5) is not obvious.

The experimental results show that street-level landmark
evaluation method can obtain reliable landmarks from can-
didate landmarks effectively. The reasons that the method
fail to obtain all initial reliable landmarks from candidate
landmarks may be as follows.

(1) The delay measurement results are inaccurate. Rela-
tion model is established based on delay. For two candidate
landmarks, if one’s single-hop delay value increases, the value
of min𝐷𝐶 increases that may lead to 𝐺𝐷 < min𝐷𝐶.

(2) The distribution of initial reliable landmarks is dis-
persed. If the distribution of initial reliable landmarks is
dispersed, 𝐺𝐷 increases for two candidate landmarks that
may lead to 𝐺𝐷 > max𝐷𝐶.

5.2. Street-level Landmark Evaluation Experiment. The data
are collected from Internet web pages, including organization
name, location, web home page, and zip code. During the
collecting process, the IPs with stable features, such as time
servers, mail servers, and ftp servers, may be got more
attention. The IP address is obtained based on DNS services,
and latitude and longitude are obtained by online map
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Table 3: The number of landmarks.

City Before location
verification

After location
verification

After evaluation
(TH=3)

After evaluation
(TH=5)

Beijing 4658 1072 392 456
Shanghai 8966 3289 1227 1341
Shenzhen 6605 1857 783 869
Xiamen 3702 864 236 301

services. According to the famous mail server providers’
IP addresses, part of obtained data is deleted. Eventually,
the numbers of original candidate landmarks in Beijing,
Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Xiamen are 4658, 8966, 6605,
and 3702, respectively. Baidu, IPIP, IP.cn databases, and
zip codes are used for location verification. For privacy
protection, the obtained data only retain the IP address
and information of latitude and longitude. After location
verification, the numbers of candidate landmarks in Beijing,
Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Xiamen are 1072, 3289, 1857, and
864, respectively. In addition, data set in this experiment
includes 400 reliable street-level landmarks also (100 land-
marks in each city). Reliable landmarks are used to verify the
evaluated landmarks and do not participate in the evaluation
process.

The initial reliability of all candidate landmarks is set to
50%, and reliability threshold is set to 75%. 50 times routing
measurements are performed for each candidate landmark
in suitable period. Candidate landmarks are evaluated when
TH=3 and TH=5, respectively. The number of landmarks in
each city is shown in Table 3.

The number of candidate landmarks has been greatly
reduced after location verification because of servers host-
ing. There are two reasons that the number of landmarks
decreased after evaluation. One reason is that some of the
landmarks are not reliable and do not satisfy the relation
model. Another reason is that the method proposed in this
paper cannot evaluate the landmarks whose nearest router
connect with a landmark only, although this landmark may
be reliable. According to inequality (6), the larger the value
of TH is, the more landmarks rest after evaluation. When the
value of TH increases, the range of GD is expanded, meaning
that the allowance error distance from the organization
center to server location and allowance error delay from
nearest router to landmark increase. Therefore, the larger the
TH values are, the more landmarks are obtained according
to relation model. When TH=3, the numbers of evaluated
landmarks in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Xiamen
are 392, 1227, 783, and 236, respectively, accounting for
36.57%, 35.15%, 42.16%, and 27.31% of candidate landmarks
and 8.42%, 13.69%, 11.85%, and 6.37% of original candidate
landmarks. When TH=5, the numbers are 456, 1341, 869, and
301, respectively, accounting for 42.54%, 40.77%, 46.8%, and
34.84% of candidate landmarks and 9.79%, 14.96%, 13.16%,
and 8.13% of original candidate landmarks. The distribution
of candidate landmarks and evaluated landmarks of each

city is shown in Figure 5 (candidate landmarks marked
as “c-landmarks” and evaluated landmarks marked as “e-
landmarks”).

In each city, candidate landmarks (obtaining method
is similar to Structon [12], called “before evaluation” land-
marks) and evaluated landmarks are used to locate 100
reliable street-level landmarks using SLG algorithm [15],
respectively.The relationship between themean error and the
number of landmarks is shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, the mean error using evaluated landmarks to
locate 100 reliable street-level landmarks is smaller than using
the same number of candidate landmarks in the same city.
The mean error of geolocation using landmarks evaluated by
TH=3 is slightly less than the value caused by the landmarks
evaluated by TH=5. The geolocation accuracy is affected
by the accuracy of landmarks on the one hand. The base
of street-level geolocation is street-level landmarks. On the
other hand, the geolocation accuracy is affected by the
number of reliable landmarks. The accuracy of geolocation
increases when the number of landmarks increases. In Fig-
ure 6, when the number of reliable landmarks increases from
0 to 300, the geolocation error decreases rapidly. When the
number of reliable landmarks is greater than 300, the number
of landmarks increases, and the speed of the geolocation
error decreases gradually. When all candidate landmarks are
used for geolocation, the mean error in Beijing, Shanghai,
Shenzhen, and Xiamen is 9.624 km, 7.832 km, 7.634 km, and
8.994 km, respectively. But the value is 3.98km, 2.185km,
2.234km, and 5.237km respectively, when TH=3, and the
value is 3.943 km. 2.198 km, 2.241 km, and 4.473 km,
respectively, when TH=5.

In Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Xiamen city, when
all candidate landmarks and evaluated landmarks are used
to locate 100 reliable street-level landmarks using SLG
algorithm. The relationship between geolocation error and
cumulative probability is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows that the location accuracy of using evalu-
ated landmarks is significantly higher than the value of using
candidate, and the difference in location accuracy between
TH=3 and TH=5 is not obvious. In Beijing, Shanghai, and
Shenzhen, comparing with pre-landmarks, the probability
of geolocation error less than 5km increases by more than
35%, and the probability of geolocation error less than 10km
increases by 20%, when evaluated landmarks are used. In
Xiamen, the probability of geolocation error less than 5km
and 10km increases by 20% and 15%, respectively. The main
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(a-1) c-landmarks (a-2) e- landmarks(TH=3) (a-3) e-landmarks(TH=5) 

(a) Beijing

(b-1) c-landmarks (b-2) e-landmarks (TH=3) (b-3) e-landmarks (TH=5)

(b) Shanghai

(c-1) c-landmarks (c-2) e-landmarks (TH=3) (c-3) e-landmarks (TH=5)

(c) Shenzhen

(d-1) c-landmarks (d-2) e-landmarks (TH=3) (d-3) e-landmarks (TH=5)

(d) Xiamen

Figure 5: Landmarks distribution of each city.
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Figure 6: Relationship between the mean error and the number of landmarks.

reason for the low increasing percentage is that the number
of evaluated landmarks is less than former three cities.

These experimental results show that comparing with
candidate landmarks, using landmarks evaluated by our
method for street-level geolocation can improve the geolo-
cation accuracy.

6. Conclusions

Landmark-based street-level IP geolocation has a high appli-
cation prospect in the field of Internet ofThings. In viewof the
deficiencies of currentmethods in street-level landmark eval-
uation, a street-level landmark evaluation method based on
the nearest router is proposed. Using the fact that “locations

of terminal landmarks with the same nearest router are close
to each other in geographical location”, the relation model
among distance constraint, distance, and region radius. In the
basis of the relation model, the goal of evaluating street-level
landmark is achieved. Meanwhile, the reliability values of
evaluated street-level landmarks are calculated by initial reli-
ability and binomial distribution. The experimental results
show that the landmarks evaluated by this method increase
the geolocation accuracy. Effectiveness of this method is
affected by accuracy of delay value, landmarks distribution,
and anonymous nearest router. In the future, the delay value
acquisition method and street-level landmark evaluation
method when nearest router is anonymous are the focus of
work.
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Figure 7: Relationship between geolocation error and cumulative probability.

Data Availability

The data in this article is mainly got fromwebsite pages (such
as “http://tool.bridgat.com”, “http://www.71ab.com/”). The
DNS service is used to convert the domain name into IP,
and the Baidu map API (“http://lbsyun.baidu.com/index
.php?title=webapi/guide/webservicegeocoding”) is used to
convert the address information to latitude and longitude.
Baidu (“http://lbsyun.baidu.com/index.php?title=webapi/ip-
api”), IPIP (“https://www.ipip.net/”), and IP.cn (“https://ip.
cn/”) databases are used to verify candidate landmarks’ city
location.
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